This theorem has been generalized and extended to various classes of functions and moduli of continuity of arbitrary order (see, for example, [4] ). In particular, Storozenko has proved an analog of the above inequality for the classical Hardy spaces on the unit disc of the complex plane (see [ 12, 131) . In this paper we are concerned with an extension of Jackson's theorem to other Hardy spaces of several variables. Our main interest is in approximating distributions in W( R"), 0 <p < +r;', by means of entire functions of finite exponential type (the analog in R" of the trigonometric polynomials). However, we shall be able to prove a theorem of Jackson type in W(RN) only after having established an analog of this theorem for Hardy spaces on polydiscs and on some tube domains of C". Section 1 of this paper contains the notation and some preliminary material which is also of some independent interest. In particular, we establish a Poisson type summation formula between Hardy spaces on the polydisc UN = {Z E CN: Iz,/ < 1 } , and Hardy spaces on the poly-half-space DN = {z E CN: Im. Z, > O}. In Sections 2, 3, and 4 we state a theorem of 240
Jackson type for Hardy spaces on UN, DN, and RN, respectively. The proof of this theorem in Hp( UN) is essentially that of StoroZenko for W(U). The proof in Hp(DN) and Hp(RN) follows from the result in Hp( U") and some transference methods. Finally, in Section 5 we study the approximation properties of the Riesz means in Hardy spaces.
HARDY SPACES OF SEVERAL VARIABLES
Let UN = (2 = (z, ,..., z N) E CN: IziJ < 1 > be the unit polydisc in CN, and let TN = {z = (z~,..., zN ) E CN: lz,l = 1) be its distinguished boundary, the N-dimensional torus.
The Hardy space Hp( UN), 0 <p < +a3, is the set of all holomorphic functions f on UN for which (see C7, 81).
The polydisc is closely related to another domain in CN. Let DN = {z = (z 1 ,..., zN) E CN: Im. z, > 0} be the poly-half-space in CN. If (R + )" denotes the set {y = (y,,..., yN) E RN: y,>O}, then DN is the tube domain
The Hardy space Hp(DN), 0 <p < +cc, is the set of all holomorphic functions f on DN If f is in Hp(RN) (resp. Hp(DN)), then Lim,,, j(.,~) (resp. Lim,,, ,f(. + iy)) exists in the topology of tempered distributions on RN. Let us denote this limit by the same letter ,j; and let us denote by f the Fourier transform of this tempered distribution. In the sequel we shall make no distinction between a function j" and the associated (boundary value) tempered distribution,fI The support of the Fourier transform of a distribution in HP(R") can be all of R". On the contrary, if this distribution is in Hp(D"), then its Fourier transform has support contained in (R , )". However, apart from this important difference, most of the properties of the Fourier transform of distributions in Hp(R") are also valid for the Fourier transform of distributions in H"( D,' ). This is a consequence of the following theorem of Carleson [?I. An immediate consequence of this theorem is the fact that every multiplier operator bounded on H"(R") is automatically bounded also on Hp(D"). Moreover, the decomposition of (a tempered distribution) J' in Hp(RN) into a sum of (boundary values of) functions holomorphic in tube domains in CN expressed by this theorem preserves the smoothness properties off: We shall make use of these observations in the sequel.
So much for the spaces Hp(RSv) and Hp( D"). We want to consider now the relation between HP(D') and Hp( U"). The case of interest for us is when 0 <p < 1. In this case a Poisson type summation formula between these two spaces holds.
Let QN=i,~=(~~,,...,.~N)~R,Y: -1/2<x,<$) be the unit cube in R". Then Q" can be naturally identified with the torus T" via the map (X ,,.... .Y,,)+ (?"I . . . . . ?"').
and the Lebesgue measure tlr on Q' corresponds to the normalized Haar measure c/r on T'. integer n we have E(n, ,A Hp( U")) < cw,( l/n, A Hp( U")).
The case p > 1 of this theorem is well known (see [4] ), and the case p < 1 is due to Storozenko (see [ 12, 131 for N = 1, and [ 161 for arbitrary N). Actually, our proof of this theorem is a simple extension of the l-dimensional proof in [ 131; we reduce the problem to one dimension by means of the slices of the function J:
Sketch qf the proqf: Let c( > -1, and define
Then it is possible to verify that P is a polynomial of degree at most n, and, if a is big enough and r = 1 -l/n, Ilf-PII W(UN) G wn(lln, f, HP( UN)).
The details are as in [13] . 
THE JACKSON THEOREM FOR THE POLY-HALF-SPACE
Let ,f be a function in Hp(DN). The best approximation off by entire functions of exponential type at most s is defined by where g is an entire function of exponential type at most s. Let m be a nonnegative integer, t be a positive real number, and let h be a vector in RN with all entries equal, i.e., h = u( l,..., 1) for some real number U. Define Again, the case p 3 1 of this theorem is well known (see [4, 6] ), so that we shall consider only the case 0 <p < 1. We first need a couple of easy lemmas. We recall that f;(z) = t ,',f(t 'z) and ,7(z) = C,,?(k) ?'. LEMMA 3.2. w,(s, ,f,, Hp(DN)) = tN"'" "w,(t 's,J; Hp(DN)).
Proof: This lemma is an immediate consequence of the identity lI.frllHP(ny = F"@ ')ll.fllf,P,D'~I. We notice that Theorem 3.1 is a particular case (a = 0) of this theorem. Actually it is also possible to prove an analog of this theorem with the derivatives (?"/?z",f) instead of the Bessel potential I ;f:
Proof of the Theorem.
Let q5 and @, *f be defined as in Theorem 3. Now, the operator norm of the multiplier ( 1 -q5(2s. ))( 1 + I . I') P'i2, acting on Hp(D"), is dominated by cs'. This follows from the study of the kernel associated with the operator Z" (see [4, 9] ), or from the Hormander multiplier theorem for Hardy spaces (see [9, 141) . Hence, by Theorem 3.1, Since @,, *f is an entire function of exponential type at most 2~ ', the theorem follows. This is of some importance in the study of Besov-Lipschitz spaces defined by means of the HP-metric. In particular, using Theorem 4.1 and estimates (4.2) and (4. (iii 1 llfll HrcR~j + += IY 'el -"'lld*ldy'"f(~, y)llw,,p.)IY dy/y > are equivalent, and define the Besov-Lipschitz space ( HP( RN), z--"Hp(RN))",,, i.e., the interpolation space, in the real method of interpolation, between Hp(RN) and I-"Hp(RN) (see also [4, 5, 6, 9 , and 151).
APPROXIMATION BY RIESZ MEANS
Let 6 be a complex number with positive real part, and let m be a positive integer. Iffis in W(R"'), 0 <p < +co, the Riesz means {R,d-" *f} of order 6 and type m are defined by ((1 -IQ")+ =Max{O, (1 -ICI"')}).
When m=2 these means are also called the BochnerrRiesz means, and in this case it is well known that if Re 6 is big enough, Re 6 > 6(p), then these means are bounded on Hp (see also [ 121 for a related result on the approximation by Cesaro means of functions in HP(U)). In this section we shall extend the above inequality to Hardy spaces of several variables. As we shall see this result is a quite easy consequence of the Jackson inequality in Theorem 4.1, and the Hormander multiplier theorem for Hardy spaces. 
